
Name:  ____________________________    Spelling Level E: Halloween Words

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.       Let's carve a pumkin and put it on our porch!                         1.  _________________
                          
                                      
2.       Holloween is on October 31st.      2.  _________________
                    

            
3.       Lara was afraid of the spider on the windowsill.                      3.  _________________

                   

4.       Ari is watching a movie about a vampiar.            4.  _________________
      
   

5.       Casey hung a skelaton decoration on the front door.           5.  _________________
                                              

6.       Aniyah made a cardboard toomstone to put in the yard.   6.  _________________
                                    

      
7.       I pretended the stick I found was a magickal wand.             7.  _________________

  
                              

8.       Rudo doesn't like to watch horrer movies.                               8.  _________________
                         

                    
9.       Have you seen the musical, The Fantom of the Opera?        9.  _________________

                     
                           

10.     The mask you're wearing looks very frightning!                      10.  _________________
                              

                                        
11.     Oscar rang the doorbell and said, “Trick-or-treet!”               11.  _________________

   
                                                  
12.    The ninth grade English class is reading Mary Shelley's          12.  _________________
         Frankenstine.               
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13.   Leigh woke up very early because she had a nightmare.    13.  _________________
                  
                                        
14.   The nasty gobblins in the story tried to defeat the hero.        14.  _________________
                                      
                                                                     
15.   “Can we go to a haunted house?” Timo asked his dad.       15.  _________________
            
                                                              
16.   “I don't want to walk by the cemetary at night!” Elle said.    16.  _________________
                                                                                             

               
17.   It turned out that the report about the jack-o'-lantern           17.  _________________
        carving contest being canceled was a hoax.                             
                                                                         
18.   When Maya came down with the flu, she had a goastly      18.  _________________
        tint to her skin that concerned her mother.                                          
           
19.   Jessica dressed up as a witch and used a cauldrin for          19.  _________________
        collecting candy from her neighbors.                
                            
20.   The face paint and stage makeup gave Jamarion a            20.  _________________
        ghoulish appearance. 
                                                               

Basic Words

21.   Dad bought two haystacks from a farm down the road.      21.  _________________
   
                                                                                                           
22.   Priyanka and Jamal are going to buy costoomes with their 22.  _________________
        mom.                                                                  
                         
23.   The bare tree branches rattling in the wind looked spooky.  23.  _________________
                                                                             

        Challenge Words

24.   I read a story about a warewolf that lurked around a           24.  _________________
        sleepy village.                                               
           
25.  Christopher didn't like the mystery book he got from the       25.  _________________
       library.  It was too gruesome.                                   
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.       Let's carve a  pumkin  and put it on our porch!                          1.  pumpkin
                          
                                      
2.       Holloween  is on October 31st.         2.  Halloween
                    

            
3.       Lara was afraid of the  spider  on the windowsill.                       3.  CORRECT

                   

4.       Ari is watching a movie about a  vampiar.            4.  vampire
      
   

5.       Casey hung a  skelaton  decoration on the front door.            5.  skeleton
                                              

6.       Aniyah made a cardboard  toomstone  to put in the yard.    6.  tombstone
                                    

      
7.       I pretended the stick I found was a  magickal  wand.             7.  magical

  
                              

8.       Rudo doesn't like to watch  horrer  movies.                                8.  horror
                         

                    
9.       Have you seen the musical, The  Fantom  of the Opera?        9.  Phantom

                     
                           

10.     The mask you're wearing looks very  frightning!                        10.  frightening
                              

                                        
11.     Oscar rang the doorbell and said,  “Trick-or-treet!”                 11.  Trick-or-treat

   
                                                  
12.    The ninth grade English class is reading Mary Shelley's             12.  Frankenstein 
         Frankenstine.               
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ANSWER KEY

13.   Leigh woke up very early because she had a  nightmare.       13.  CORRECT 
                  
                                        
14.   The nasty  gobblins  in the story tried to defeat the hero.          14.  goblins 
                                      
                                                                     
15.   “Can we go to a  haunted house?” Timo asked his dad.         15.  CORRECT 
            
                                                              
16.   “I don't want to walk by the  cemetary  at night!” Elle said.     16.  cemetery 
                                                                                             

               
17.   It turned out that the report about the jack-o'-lantern              17.  CORRECT 
        carving contest being canceled was a  hoax.                             
                                                                         
18.   When Maya came down with the flu, she had a  goastly        18.  ghostly 
        tint to her skin that concerned her mother.                                          
           
19.   Jessica dressed up as a witch and used a  cauldrin  for           19.  cauldron 
        collecting candy from her neighbors.                
                            
20.   The face paint and stage makeup gave Jamarion a               20.  CORRECT 
        ghoulish  appearance.                                                            

Basic Words

21.   Dad bought two  haystacks  from a farm down the road.       21.  CORRECT 
   
                                                                                                           
22.   Priyanka and Jamal are going to buy  costoomes with their   22.  costumes 
        mom.                                                                  
                         
23.   The bare tree branches rattling in the wind looked  spooky.   23.  CORRECT
                                                             

        Challenge Words

24.   I read a story about a  warewolf  that lurked around a            24.  werewolf
        sleepy village.                                               
           
25.  Christopher didn't like the mystery book he got from the         25.  CORRECT 
        library.  It was too  gruesome.                                   
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